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How Much Does I/Q Imbalance Affect Secrecy Capacity?
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Abstract— Radio frequency front ends constitute a
fundamental part of both conventional and emerging wireless
systems. However, in spite of their importance, they are often
assumed ideal, although they are practically subject to certain
detrimental impairments, such as amplifier nonlinearities, phase
noise, and in-phase and quadrature (I/Q) imbalance (IQI). This
letter is devoted to the quantification and evaluation of the
effects of IQI on the secrecy capacity of a wiretap channel.
Novel closed-form expressions are derived for the secrecy outage
probability for the case of ideal transmitter and I/Q imbalanced
legitimate user’s and eavesdropper’s receivers. Numerical results
and simulations illustrate the detrimental effects of IQI on the
physical layer security performance, and reveal that IQI should
be seriously taken into consideration in the design of secure
wireless systems.
Index Terms— I/Q imbalance, outage secrecy capacity, physical
layer security, probability of zero secrecy capacity.

I. I NTRODUCTION
NFORMATION security has become a pivotal concern
in wireless communications, due to the fact that the
broadcast nature of the wireless medium allows eavesdroppers
to intercept transmissions in the network [1]. As a result,
great amount of effort has been put to characterize the secrecy
capacity of wiretap channels ([1]–[7] and references therein).
However, the majority of these works ignore the
imperfections associated with the radio frequency (RF)
front-end. Such imperfections, which are encountered in
the widely deployed low-cost direct-conversion radio (DCR)
receivers (RXs), include in-phase (I) and quadrature-phase (Q)
imbalance (IQI), low-noise amplifier (LNA) nonlinearities
and phase noise (PHN) [8]. In particular, IQI represents
the mismatch between analog components in the I and Q
branches, which results from the limited accuracy of analog
hardware. In this context, the performance degradation due
to IQI was investigated in [9]–[12]. Specifically, in [9], the
authors investigated the effects of IQI in vehicle-to-vehicle
single-carrier communications, while in [10], the impact
of IQI in multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems,
was studied. Furthermore, in [11], the authors analyzed
the performance of amplify-and-forward dual-hop relaying
systems in the presence of IQI at the relay node, whereas
in [12] the impact of IQI in two-way amplify-and-forward
relaying systems was demonstrated.
Nevertheless, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, no
studies have been reported in the open technical literature on
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the impact of IQI on the secrecy capacity of a wiretap channel.
Motivated by this, the present work is devoted to analyze and
quantify the effects of IQI in the context of physical layer
security. To this end, we present novel closed-form expressions
for the secrecy outage probability (SOP), considering that
both the legitimate’s and the eavesdropper’s RXs suffer from
different levels of IQI. The derived expressions are extensively
validated through simulations and can be efficiently used in
providing useful insights for the design and deployment of
wireless systems with physical layer security.
Notations: The operator |·| denotes the absolute value,
whereas exp (·) and log2 (·) represent the exponential function
and the base 2 logarithm, respectively. The upper incomplete
Gamma functions [13, eq. (8.350/2)] is represented by  (·, ·).
II. S YSTEM AND S IGNAL M ODEL
We consider an OFDMA downlink network that consists
of a base-station (BS), Alice, an eavesdropper, Eve, and
2K mobile users equipped with a single antenna. The
eavesdropper is passive, and its goal is to decode the
information transmitted by the BS and intended for an
arbitrary legitimate user, Bob, without causing interference
to the communication channels. The RF front-end of Alice
is assumed to be ideal, while Bob and Eve are low-cost
direct conversion devices that suffer from different levels
of IQI.1 We assume that both main and eavesdropper’s
channels experience slow fading, where the fading coefficients
are invariant during a block (or equivalently, the coherence
time of the channel). We also assume that the block length is
sufficiently long to allow for capacity-achieving codes. Also,
the main and the eavesdropper’s channels are assumed to have
the same fading block length.
Assuming that s(k) is the signal transmitted by Alice at
subcarrier k, k ∈ {−K , · · · , −1, 1, · · · , K }, the received
signal by Bob and Eve at the subcarrier k can respectively
be expressed as
y B (k) = K 1,B h B (k)s(k) + K 2,B h ∗B (−k)s(−k)
+K 1,B n B (k) + K 2,B n ∗B (−k),
y E (k) =

K 1,E h E (k)s(k) + K 2,E h ∗E (−k)s(−k)
+K 1,E n E (k) + K 2,E n ∗E (−k),

(1)
(2)

where the fading gain, h X (k), X ∈ {B, E} is modeled as
a zero-mean complex Gaussian process of variance σh2X (k) ,
and n X (k) represent symmetric additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN), with power spectral density N0 . Furthermore,
the parameters K 1,X and K 2,X represent the IQI coefficients
1 Note that in this letter, we assume frequency-independent IQI; however,
the generalization to the frequency-dependent case is straightforward using
the methodology in [14].
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of the X RX, and can be obtained as [15, eqs. (5.29)
1+X exp(− j φ )
1−X exp( j φ )
X
X
, K 2,X =
,
and (5.30)] K 1,X =
2
2
where X and φX denote the amplitude and phase imbalance
at the X RX. Note that the IQI coefficients are quantified
using the image rejection ratio (IRR), which is defined as
|K
|2
IRRX = |K1,X |2 , which, for practical direct conversion RXs,
2,X

belongs in the range of 20 − 40 dB [9], [14], [16].
III. S ECRECY O UTAGE P ROBABILITY

According to (1) and (2), the instantaneous signal to
interference plus noise ratios (SINRs) at Bob and Eve RXs
| K 1,X |2 |h X (k)|2 Es,X (k)
can be expressed as γX (k) =
,
K
| 2,X |2 |h X (−k)|2 Es,X (−k)+WX

2 
2 
where WX =  K 1,B  +  K 2,B  No .
The achievable secrecy rate at subcarrier k is
expressed as [1]

C B (k) − C E (k), C B (k) ≥ C E (k)
(3)
Cs (k) =
0,
otherwise,
where C B (k) = log2 (γ B (k) + 1) , is the capacity of the
main channel between Alice and Bob, and C E (k) =
log2 (γ E (k) + 1) , is the capacity of the eavesdropper’s
channel, i.e., between Alice and Eve.
Theorem 1: The SOP at subcarrier k can be written in a
closed-form as in (4), shown at the bottom of the page, with
KX =

|K 1,X |2 σh2

|K 2,X |2 σh2

X (k)

X

E s,X (k)

(−k) E s,X (−k)

, and L X =

|K 1,X |2 +|K 2,X |2 No
.
|K 1,X |2 σh2 (k) E s,X (k)
X

Proof: Please refer to the Appendix.
It is worth noting that in the case of an ideal RF front-end,
the SOP can be obtained as [17]
 R 
s −1
γm (k) exp − 2γm (k)
P (Cs (k) ≤ Rs ) = 1 −
,
(5)
γm (k) + γw (k)2 Rs
where γm (k) and γw (k) are the average SNRs at the
subcarrier k of Bob’s and Eve’s RXs, respectively.
Remark 1: For fixed γw (k), in the Bob’s high SNR regime,
i.e., γm (k) → ∞, L B → 0, the SOP, in case of I/Q imbalanced
RXs, according to (4), is lower bounded as in (6), shown
at the bottom of the page. Furthermore, in the case of ideal
RF front-end, based on (5), the SOP tends to zero.

Remark 2: The probability of zero secrecy capacity is
defined as P(Cs (k) ≤ 0) [1], and in the case of I/Q
imbalanced RXs can be straightforwardly obtained by setting
Rs = 0 in (4), while in the case of ideal RF front-end
RXs can be evaluated, by setting in (5) Rs = 0, as
γw (k)
P(Cs (k) ≤ 0) = γm (k)+γ
.
w (k)
Proposition 1: In the worst case scenario, in which the
Bob’s RX suffers from IQI, while the Eve’s RX is considered
ideal, the SOP can be obtained as


K B exp L B + K B L B + KγwB 2−Rs − L B 2 Rs
Poid (Rs ) = 1 −
2 R s γw

K B −Rs
(7)
×  0, K B L B +
2
γw
Proof: Please refer to the Appendix.
From (7), it is evident that Poid (Rs ) is an increasing
function of Rs . Hence, the SOP requirement of a wireless
system should be taken into consideration when selecting the
targeted data rate. Furthermore, for γm (k) = γm (−k) →
∞, i.e., L B → 0, Poid (Rs) has a  lower
 limit, given
K B −Rs
id
 KγwB 2−Rs . This
by Po (Rs )  1 − K B exp γw 2
indicates the detrimental effect of Bob’s RX IQI on the
system’s performance. Finally, we observe that as γw → ∞,
Poid (Rs ) → 1.
IV. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
In this section, we demonstrate the effects of IQI on
the SOP, through analytical and computer simulation results
for different IQI levels. In particular, we consider that the
SNR of the received ideal signal at subcarrier k at Eve is
fixed to 0 dB, i.e., γw = 0 dB, and the IRR of Eve is equal
to 30 dB. Furthermore, we assume that the average SNRs of
the received signals at subcarrier k and −k by Bob are equal.
Note that all the plotted figures contain both analytical and
simulation results, which are represented by solid lines and
discrete marks, respectively.
Fig. 1 illustrates the effects of IQI on the SOP, by presenting
the SOP as a function of γm − γw for different IQI levels of
Bob’s RX, assuming that the targeted transmission rate is set
to 1 (Rs = 1). As a benchmark, the SOP of the corresponding
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Fig. 1. SOP against γm −γw for IRR E = 30 dB and different levels of IRRB .

Fig. 2.
SOP against Bob’s SNR for different levels of Rs , for
IRRB = IRRE = 30 dB (solid lines), and the corresponding ideal
RF front-ends cases (dashed lines).

system, in which the RF front-ends of both Bob’s and Eve’s
RX are assumed ideal, are also plotted. We observe that
the simulations confirm the analytical expressions over the
entire γm − γw range for all IQI levels. At low γm − γw , it
is clear that there is no significant performance degradation
due to IQI. For a fixed γm − γw , as the level of IRR
decreases, the impact of IQI becomes more severe, and the
SOP decreases. Especially, in the high γm − γw regime, in the
case of I/Q imbalanced RF front-ends, a SOP floor is observed.
For example, for IRR = 20 dB, the SOP is always greater
than 2.8 × 10−2 , which may not be acceptable in practice.
This result clearly indicates the importance of taking into
consideration the effects of IQI, when deploying a wireless
system, where physical layer security is applied.
To further demonstrate the impact of IQI in the SOP, in
Fig. 2, we plot the SOP against Bob’s SNR for different values
of Rs , considering that the IRRB = 30 dB, i.e., Bob’s and
Eve’s RXs suffer from the same level of IQI. From this figure,
we observe that, due to the effect of IQI, there is a lower bound
in the SOP, which depends both on the transmission rate and
Bob’s SNR. In particular, this bound increases significantly,
i.e., the secrecy performance decreases, as Rs increases, for
a fixed γm . This result reveals that due to the effects of IQI,
a wireless system that employs physical layer security, may
not be able to achieve simultaneously a targeted rate with the
required SOP, regardless of the SNR at the legitimate RX.
Fig. 3 depicts the SOP as a function of γw for γm = 40 dB,
Rs = 0 (solid lines), Rs = 1 (dashed lines), and different
levels of IRRB . As a benchmark, the SOP of the corresponding
wireless system, in which the RF front-ends of both Bob’s and
Eve’s RXs are assumed ideal, are also plotted. As expected, as
γw increases, the SOP increases. However, when both Bob’s
and Eve’s RXs suffer from IQI, in the high γw regime a ceiling
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Fig. 3. SOP against γw for Rs = 0 (solid lines), Rs = 1 (dashed lines),
γm = 40 dB, and different levels of IRRE .

in the SOP is observed. This ceiling is due to the impact
of IQI on the Eve’s RX. In particular, as γw increases, the
interference from the mirror subcarrier increases, which result
in a performance limitation at Eve’s RX. On the other hand,
it is evident that in the low γw regime, the interference from
the mirror subcarrier in Eve’s RX is low; hence, Eve’s IQI
does not significantly affect the system’s performance. In other
words, in the low γw regime, without important accuracy
loss, (7) can be used to quantify the system’s performance.
However, in the high γw regime, (7) overestimates the SOP
and introduce significant errors in its evaluation. Moreover,
for fixed γw , γm , IRRE and Rs , we observe that as IRR B
increases, the interference from the mirror subcarrier at Bob’s
RX is constrained; as a result, the SOP decreases.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
We studied the physical layer security performance of
OFDMA systems, when both Bob’s and Eve’s RXs suffer
from IQI. In particular, assuming Rayleigh fading, we provided
the analytical framework for evaluating the SOP, when both
the Bob’s and the Eve’s RXs suffer from IQI. Our results
demonstrated the detrimental impact of IQI on the physical
layer security, and revealed the need of taking IQI into account
when selecting the target rate of a wireless system.
A PPENDIX
P ROOF OF T HEOREM 1
The SOP is defined as the probability that the achievable
secrecy rate is less than a given secrecy transmission rate Rs ,
below which secure transmission is not guaranteed, i.e.,
Po (Rs ) = Pr (Cs ≤ Rs ), or equivalently



γ B (k) + 1
X
≤ Rs = Pr
≤ γs ,
Po (Rs ) = Pr log2
γ E (k) + 1
Y
(8)
where X = γ B (k) + 1, Y = γ E (k) + 1 and γs = 2 Rs .
Furthermore, since γ B (k) and γ E (k) are independent random
variables (RVs), X and Y are also independent RVs.
To evaluate (8), we first need to derive the cumulative
distribution function (CDF) of γX , X ∈ {B, E}. We assume
that the correlation between subcarrier k and its image −k
is small, due to their large spectral separation. To this
effect, it is realistic to assume them statistically independent.
Consequently, the CDF of γX can be written as
FγX (x)=

∞

0

F|h X (k)|2(AX x y+BX x) f|h X (−k)|2 (y) d y, (9)
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where AX =

|K 2,X |2 E s,X (−k)
|K 1,X |2 E s,X (k)

WX
.
|K 1,X |2 E s,X (k)

and BX =

Moreover, F|h X (k)|2 (y) and f |h X (−k)|2 (y) are the CDF
of |h X (k)|2 and the probability density function (PDF)
of |h X (−k)|2 , respectively. Note that, since |h X (k)| and
|h X (−k)| are Rayleigh distributed RVs, |h X (k)|2 and
|h X (−k)|2 are exponentially distributed RVs; hence, the CDF
of |h X (k)|2 and the PDF of |h X (−k)|2 are respectively

given by F|h X (k)|2 (y) = 1 − exp − σ 2 y
, and
h X (k)

. By substituting the
f |h X (−k)|2 (y) = 2 1 exp − 2 y
σh

σh

X (−k)

X (−k)

above expressions into (9), we obtain FγX (x) = 1 −
1
exp − σ B2 X x .
σ2
1+AX

h X (−k)
σ2
h X (k)

h B (k)

x

Therefore, the CDF of X, for x ≥ 1, can be obtained as
FX (x) = Fγ B (x − 1), or equivalently as

exp − σ 2B B x + σ 2B B
h B (k)
h B (k)
FX (x) = 1 −
.
(10)
σh2 (−k)
1 + A B 2B (x − 1)
σh

B (k)

Similarly, the CDF of Y is given by
B
B
exp − 2 E x+ 2 E
σ
σ
h E (k)
h E (k)
σ2
h (−k)
1+A E 2E
(x−1)
σ
h E (k)

, with x ∈ [1, ∞), while the PDF of Y

can be derived as f Y (x) =
f Y (x) =

FY (x) = 1 −

d FY (x)
dx ,

A E σh2E (−k)

which yields

E
exp − (x−1)B
σ2
h E (k)


AE σ 2
1 + (x − 1) σ 2h E (−k)
h E (k)

(x−1)B E
exp − 2
σh (k)
BE
E
+ 2
.
A E σh2 (−k)
σh E (k)
1 + (x − 1) σ 2 E
σh2E (k)

2

(11)

h E (k)

Furthermore, since X and Y are independent RVs, the SOP,
according to (8), can be obtained as
∞

Po (Rs ) =

FX (γs y) f Y (y)d y.

(12)

1

By substituting (10) and (11) into (12), and after some
algebraic manipulations, we can re-write (12) as
K B K E exp(L B + L E )
Po (γs ) = 1 −
γs
⎛
∞

×⎝



1
∞

+L E
1

exp (−(L B γs + L E )y)

dy
y + (K Bγs−1) (y + (K E − 1))2


⎞

exp (−(L B γs + L E )y)

d y ⎠.
y + (K Bγs−1) (y + (K E − 1))
(13)

Finally, by taking into consideration that γs + K B − 1 > 0,
since K B > 0 and γs > 1, and carrying out the integrals
in (13), we obtain (4).

P ROOF OF P ROPOSITION 1
In the worst case scenario, where Bob’s RX suffers
from IQI, while Eve’s RX is ideal, the SOP can be
evaluated as in (8), where the CDF of X is given by (10),
while, since |h E (k)|2 is an exponentially distributed RV and
|h (k)|2 E (k)
Y = E No s,E + 1, the PDF of Y can be obtained as
f Y (x) =

No (x − 1)
No
exp − 2
.
σh2E (k) E s,E (k)
σh E (k) E s,E (k)

(14)

By substituting (10) and (14) into (8), carrying out the
integration and after some mathematical manipulations, we
obtain (7).
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